MAINLY FOR FRESHMEN

It seems to be a law of nature that ever with the sweet goes the bitter. The rose has its thorn—The Walker dining service has its double waiting line. At every meal hour there is formed a long line of hungry men. In due course of time the halmy spring evenings come, but, lo and behold, with them come the final exams; but advance study of fourth year work... There are, however, a few things which tend to lighten the strain on the mind in such days as these. Most prominent among these is the consciousness of a firm term work well done. Those among us who can claim this heart ease are in need of neither sympathy or advice. To them we have nothing to say.

There are, however, many others who can not claim this advantage. To these we recommend the consciousless of review well said. In the course of time the halmy spring evenings come, but, lo and behold, with them come the final exams; but advance study of fourth year work... There are, however, a few things which tend to lighten the strain on the mind in such days as these. Most prominent among these is the consciousness of a firm term work well done. Those among us who can claim this heart ease are in need of neither sympathy or advice. To them we have nothing to say.

WALKER MEMORIAL DINING SERVICE

Although communications may be published unsigned if so requested; the Editor assumes no responsibility, however, for the facts as stated nor for the opinions expressed. The Editor-in-Chief is Leonard '17. Leonard '17 is the managing editor of all the sections of the student newspaper except for the critics. This line is satisfactorily handled. It is true that in the Walker Memorial dining service we consider the class of men who are sent to the government schools.

The Editor-in-Chief is Leonard '17. Leonard '17 is the managing editor of all the sections of the student newspaper except for the critics. This line is satisfactorily handled. It is true that in the Walker Memorial dining service we consider the class of men who are sent to the government schools. There has been no hitch in the operation, but as yet we consider the class of men who are sent to the government schools.